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Children in mlHlY developing countries are forced to work to meet family bills.
A child labourer in a brick-kiln
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policy exists to deliver social progress.
denied where there is high persisIn the mid-1990s, high
unemployment characterizesthe economies of the
world's richest and poorest countries alike.
Somethingis badly wrong. The UN-sponsoredWorld
Summit for SocialDevelopment held in Copenhagen
in March 1995 firmly placed this subject centre
stage. It made it clear that unemployment is the
number one social problem of our age.
Unemployment has risen, and stubbornly persisted, as the world's economies grow increasingly
interdependent. National economiesare being ever
more closely tied to eachother by global pacts- such

.

as that which concluded the Uruguay Round of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and by regional arrang.ements
- such as the European
Union (EU) and the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).
Even without such arrangements,new technologies by their own momentum promote economic
integration. The revolution in communications
moves goods,servicesand capital around the world
at a rate never seenin history. New manufacturing
techniques make possible unprecedentedincreases
in productivity. Humankind can at last hope for
a future in which poverty will be abolished.

p~~~

But the immediate problem is of too little pro.
duction and too few jobs. Economic integration
makes it impossible for anyone country on its own
to make a dash for growth and jobs. The problem is
global. The solution must be global too.

Of course, things look different in different places.
In East and SoutheastAsia (including China) output
and employment have been growing dramatically,
but parts of that successfulregion lag sadly behind.
In South Asia, absolutepoverty is being reduced,but
the growth of employment is precarious and much
valuable ";'ork is paid at levels barely sufficient to
keep families alive. The relative successof those
regions,containing almost half of the world's people,
proves that there is no reason to despair. But the
achievementis fragile. Even there, far more remains
to be done before the unemployment crisis can be
consideredsolved.
In the rest of the world, entire generations
of people are growing up believing that it is
unrealistic to hope for productive, remunerative and
reasonablysecure jobs. Societies that fail to offer
that prospect are bound to be socially unstable and
economically insecure. The pace of changeis overwhelming whole sectorsof economicactivity. Those
displacedfrom their jobs are often not equipped to
work in the new activities that emerge. When new
jobs are created they are often less well paid, less
secureand of lower quality than those that disappear.
Without concerted international action, across
national frontiers and occupational differences,
unemployment and its attendant miseries seem
bound to persist, even to get worse. The prospect
is intolerable. The techniquesexist for improving it.
World problems, world solutions
The trend towards world economic integration
gathered pace in the early 1990s, promoted by
international agreementsand circumstances. The
following are some examples:
.

The completion in early 1994 of the Uruguay
Round of negotiations in the GATT has set the
scenefor a worldwide opening of trade.

.

Regional blocs (in North America, for example)
have been set up to foster free trade.

.

Trade in services,although not adequatelymeasured, seems to have grown much faster than
trade in goods.

. The formerlycentrally-planned
economies
are
being integrated, although at a low level of
activity, with the rest of the world economy.

.

Barriers to the international movement of capital
have been much reduced.

.

The international migration of labour has grown
fast, although subjectedto new restrictions.

These developments impose new constraints
upon purely national economic policies. They
limit taxation, interest rates, exchange rates and
public-sector deficits. They make protected industries unviable and unable to sustain their labour
forces, however lavishly governments may support
them. In particular, they make it almost impossible
to increase the relative price of labour in one
country. Solutions must be sought acrossnational
frontiers, by concertedaction.
Recent history shows what happens when
countries try, and fail, to escapeon their own from
the unemployment trap. The economic woes of
the 1980s followed the economic shocks of the
1970s. The sudden rise and subsequent fall of
energy prices after 1973 encouragedmassive and
unsustainableinternational lending. Soaringinterest
rates and huge government deficits in countries
at all stages of development were followed by a
worldwide epidemic of inflation.
In reaction, many governments suddenly
retrenched, often under pressurefrom international
lenders. Stability, not dynamism, became the
watchword. World trade slowed down. The annual
averagerate of growth in world merchandiseexports
was 6.6 per cent in the 1965-80 period and
4.1 per cent between 1980 and 1991. As industrial
activity declined in the industrialized nations, the
prices of primary commodities fell, impoverishing
the producing countries.
Seekingto redressthe harm doneby inflation, the
industrialized countries tolerated what they hoped
would be temporarily high levels of unemployment.
Many of them raised new protective barriers against
imports: the World Bank in 1991 estimated that in
the previous decade20 of the 24 member countries
of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (DECO) became more protectionist,
especiallyagainst competing products from developing countries.

None of these restrictive policies worked as it
was meant to. True, as inflation was curbed almost
everywhere,governmentsprophesiedthat monetary
stability would, of its own accord,stimulate growth.
But unemployment went on rising, and where, as
in the United States, it eventually started to
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roll back, rates of pay for the new unskilled
jobs were far lower than those prevailing before the
recession. Inequality increasedand so did the sense
of deprivation. Meanwhile, in the poorest countries
things got worse in absolute terms. The picture is
gloomy.

The contrast in performance between the world's
most and least successfulregionsis sharpand bitter.
East and SoutheastAsia are enjoying unprecedented
growth in both real incomes and employment.

Africa and the Middle East confront a potential
catastrophe of demographic growth and economic
failure. Meanwhile, the industrial countries of
OECD are baffled by the persistenceof unemployment amid prosperity.
The facts, however, do not support the view that
the world is inexorably set on a path of 'jobless
growth', by which technologicalprogresswill benefit
a few and disadvantagemany. New technologies
have created, and made possible, many millions of
jobSin most regions. Employment has grown in the
economiesthat have grown fastest.
Where the unemployment crisis exists, it has
been created not by chance but by error; by incentives that distort and institutions that are inadequate. For example, national policies have often
been mistakenly devised to promote capital investment, when labour-intensive production was what
the country needed. Before the debt shock of the
late 1970s, the economies of Latin America were
growing fast but they created far fewer jobs than
have recently been createdin Asia's economicboom.
National governments borrowed imprudently,
for unproductive purposes,and thus made necessary
the structural adjustment programmes of which
their successor governments now understandably
complain. Excessiveborrowing fostered domestic
inflation. The attempt to curb that inflation brought
about recession. And the fight against inflation
continues, even now that the battle is largely won,
and the job crisis is more menacing than the
monetary one.
External influences imposed the debt crisis.
External considerations have helped to impose its,
successor, the employment crisis. Monetary restraint in the industrial countries brought growth
there to a halt. They thereforereducedtheir imports
from primary-producing developing countries.
Those developingcountries - especiallythe weakest
of them, heavily dependent on commodity exports
- in turn sufferedrecession.

Bonded labour stiR exists as a modem form of slavery.
This man has worked for 30 years as a bonded labourer.

In particular, OECfi countries limited domestic
borrowing by increasing their interest rates.
Consequently,interest rates rose everywhere,above
all in the developing countries that had borrowed
heavily, especially those in Latin America. Capital
stopped flowing from OECD countries to the
developingworld, limiting the developingcountries'
ability to buy goods and services from OECD
countries and making their recovery harder. It
became - and remains - a vicious circle. Future
policy must break out of it.
Domestic policies
The importance of domestic policies is selfevident. The East Asian economies that in the
1980savoided stagnation and unemployment did so
because they got their domestic policies right.
Prudent borrowing, creative use of exchangerates,
promotion of exports, protection of food producers,
restraint of nominal wages- all these factors combined to keepthe growth of employment in stepWith
overall economic growth. Other nations and regions
should look carefully at the implications.
Without sound domestic policies, no country
will progresstowards the goal of prosperity and full
employment. A stableand non-inflationary currency,
a high rate of savings and investment, as well as
prudent management of exchangerates, are necessary preconditions for sustained growth. All that
goeswithout saying.
Yet many countries still lack.civil peace,the rule

of law and the efficient delivery of public administration. In so far as the international community can
help to install good governance,it should endeavour
to do so.
The most important contribution that national
government can make to economic growth and the
efficiency of the labour market is through education
and training. There is overwhelming evidencethat
the best investment countries can make is in basic
education,especiallyof women. Women's education
reduces birth rates and improves children's health.
The World Development Report issuedby the World
Bank in 1992 noted that improving girls' education
contributed to environmental conservation and
sustainabledevelopment.
Governments can ease the transfer of employment from declining to growing sectors by new
forms of social security and temporary income
supplements,and by ensuring the transferability of
pensionsand benefits such as health insurance.
As some economic sectors decline and others
rise, the opportunities to increase employment in
declining sectors should not be forgotten. For
example, investment in irrigation may create new
jobs in labour-intensive agriculture, while the
general farm labour force continues to decline.
Equally, service industries can often .develop new
and profitable markets, with a high potential for
employment, by adapting to match new forms of
demand.

Interdependencebetween nations has increasedand
will continne to increase. No solution can work
unlessit takes that into consideration. In the 1980s,
the growth of world trade slowed markedly for most
groupsof countries (seetable below) and where trade
faltered unemployment rose.
Between
.

1980 and 1991:

OECD's share of world expons increased sharply,
from 63 per cent to 72 per cent. Meanwhile
OECD's trade with the developing countries fell
sharply, from 30 per cent to 24 per cent as a share
of OECD's impons. Falling oil prices speeded
this decline. Asia's share of world expons rose,
while that of the other developing countries
declined. In particular, OECD impons of Asian
manufactured goods rose sharply.

.

As the developing countries' trade with OECD
countries declined, trade amongst themselves
increased significantly from a low base. This
increase was wholly accounted for by Asian
countries.

.

The largest proportional increase in international
trade took place between China and the rest of
East and Southeast Asia. But the figures may be
deceptive: much trade with China was not
recorded, for political reasons.

.

OECD's tenDS of trade improved, while the
terms of trade of Africa and the Middle East grew
dramatically worse.

.

OECD countries reduced their impons because
they were in recession, then reduced them still
further by protectionist
import restrictions.
Non-Asian
developing
countries
failed to
increase their expons.

.

Capital flowed from the developing to the developed nations. In 1985, largely because of heavy
debt repayments, the reverse flows of capital towards the rich nations was as high as $30.2 billion.

Exports of country groups as a percentageof world exports

Most wealth is concentrated in urban areas worldwide,

while millions of rural workers eke out a meagre existence.

e Kay MuldoonllBRD

Yet the worst may be over. Recently there has been
a general, if fragile, recovery in most commodity
prices but not in oil. Real interest rates fell
dramatically in the early 1990sbut may be heading
up again. Capital is flowing again towards the
developing countrieS, by $26.8 billion in 1992, but
much of that was short-term lending and the poorest
countries of Africa felt little benefit. Severalheavily
indebted countries have escaped from the trap;
strengthenedby capital inflows, they are borrowing
again on international markets.

increasing domestic demand, they would put to
work large numbers of their own unemployed. Soon
that increased demand would translate itself into
higher commodity prices, enabling the poorest
developingcountries to increasetheir imports. This,
in turn, would promote the non-inflationary growth
of exports from OECD countries. Everybodywould
gain - especially the unemployed in rich and poor
countries alike.

Free trade, better aid
With the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of
A few developing countries achieved high bargaining in the GATT, conditions have been
established for worldwide
growth of eDlploYDlcnt
free trade in goods and
and their
econotnies
services. That was a
generally while OECD's
necessary
precondition for
recession was at its
speeding the growth of
height.
Now OECD's
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to put more people to
econotnies in the 1994work.
2003period. Yet if growth
is to gather pace through!
We have seen that, in
out the developingworld,
the
bad yearsof the 1980s,
faster OECD growth is
many industrialized counessential.
tries sought to mitigate
In particular, economic expansion in OECD the effects of recession by restricting imports and
countries would revive Africa's export performance thus made recoveryharder for themselves.
and improve Africa's terms of trade. Among the
Opening borders to the flow of trade would
main beneficiarieswould be OECD countries themreverse
that damage. In 1993,the World Bank made
selves, whose African markets would expand
the follow~ estimate: 'Total exports from China,
quickly.
Jamaica, Pakistan, Thailand and the Philippines
The governments of the industrial world have would increaseby at least 40 per cent if OECO tariff
got ready to fight the last battle: the battle against barriers were removed. Other countries would gain
inflation. But the real enemy in the mid-1990s is even more...'. In particular, several countries
specializingin exports of textiles and clothing would
not inflation but unemployment.
benefit dramatically, with corresponding gains iR
Careful monetary expansionby OECD countries their ability to import from OECO itself.
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would entail risk of renewing inflation. But high
unemployment throughout OECD should help to
ensure that wage increases do not contribute to
inflation. And the risk of inflation would be much
reduced if the expanding countries kept pace with
each other and did not seek to gain a competitive
advantagein the process. At the same time, by

be

Poor countries, where real wages are low,
have a competitive advantage in labour-intensive
manufacturing. If rich countries import more
low-price manufactured goods, they will obviously
employ fewer of their own people in low-wage
jobs. If economic growth is fast enough, the

lost jobs will be replaced by new jobs demanding
high skills and paying higher wages. But this process
cannot be left to chance. Governments and social
partners must work together to easethe transition,
especially in retraining displaced workers and
ensuring that labour markets operatehumanely and
efficiently.
In the industrialized countries, ill-considered
protectionist measures are often called for as a
responseto cheap imports, or against the failure of
exporting countries to safeguardworkers' rights. But
trade restrictions defeat their own objective. They
reducethe rate of economic growth and thus in turn
increase unemployment. When unemployment is
high, workers' conditions rarely improve and their
rights are rarely acknowledged. In this respect,too,
progress can best be made by cooperation, not
confrontation. Exporting and importing countries
must work together to raise standards without
resorting to protectionism.
Only exceptional
circumstances can justify restraints on the growth
of trade.

Women are increasingly ;oining the paid workforce but often lack
the legal protection given to men.
A woman fee~~ silkworms

With the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of the
GA17 and the strengthening of regional free trade
pacts, trade should grow rapidly in the coming
decade. According to the GA17 Secretariat, the
agreement should, by the year 2000, boost world
merchandise trade by an extra 12 per cent. The
benefits could be larger still.
The GATT agreementpermits some discriminatory trade barriers against developing country
exports of textiles, garments and footwear - labourintensive products, in which low pay gives the
poorest countries a competitive advantage. Even
where, as is certainly the case,workers are at present
exploited in such countries, the fastest way to end
the exploitation is to increase the demand for
labour and thus raise its price. Those trade barriers
should be lowered.
Special attention must furthermore be paid to
the effect of the Uruguay Round on the foodimporting countries of Sub-SaharanAfrica. By
raising world food prices, the agreement may, in
the short term, harm the trade balances of these
countries, for which compensatory arrangements
should be made.
0 Nail Coopezo
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Official Development Assistance(ODA) is defined as
net disbursement of grants and loans made on concessionalfinancial terms. In 1991,the world total of
ODA was US$58.2 billion, the vast majority of it
from member countries of OECD. Overal1,this was
equal to 0.33 per cent of those countries' total Gross
National Product (GNP).
Private flows of capital to the developing world
were much larger, at $113 billion in 1992-93. After
the low period of the 1980s,this was a return to the
level seenbeforethe debt crisis. The flow may once
more prove unsustainable. In any case, most of it

went to a few countries whose national incomes are
already classedin the middle income category and
above. Private capital hardly benefitted the poor.
A high proportion of ODA, too, flows towards
relatively prosperous countries. During the days
of the Cold War, aid was sent mainly to boost
political allies or with the aim of maintaining
regional stability. With that confrontation over, it
is a good time to focus aid deliberately upon those
who most needhelp - in particular, the 48 countries
(containing 72 per cent of the people in the developing world) that in 1991 had a per capita income
below $1,000.
The relatively successful developing countries
would, in this case,rely mainly on flows of private
capital, which we have seento be larger in total than
ODA. If ODA were clearly seenas an instrument of
economic development, rather than of military or
political manipulation, its allocation would be much
simpler. Aid would go to the countrics that most
needit and use it best.
One of the main tests of performance could be
the expansion of productive employment. Other
relevant social achievements are those analysed in
the annual Human Development Report issued by
the UN Development Programme {UNDPJ. Put
simply, ODA to countries that create jobs and
improve the lot of the poor among their people
should be concededentirely as grants, rather than as
loans that have often served mainly to plunge
indebted countries even deeperinto debt.
Most of the world's most severelyindebted countries are in Sub-SaharanAfrica. The Uru~y Round
will not greatly benefit them and may, by raising
world food prices, make their lives yet harder.
Few of them were ever able to borrow much from
private creditors. Their debts to individual donor
countries have mostly been forgiven or deferred.
Their main outstanding debts are, therefore, owed
largely to the multilateral aid agencies,which at
present are not allowed formally to write off debt.
It would be reasonable and prudent, and a great
savingof administrative time and ingenuity, if a way
could be found of eliminating those debtsaltogether.

People come first. Governments must create the
conditions in which all their citizens have the opportunity to find reasonablysecure, remunerative and
productive employment. Yet it is not states but
families that decidehow many citizens there shall be.
Severalcountries in different parts of the world
have dramatically reducedthe rate of growth of their
population. Successis most likely in economiesthat
are growing and where educational opportunities are
improving. Yet even where birth rates have fallen,
the number of children born each year will go on
rising, as the many women born in past years reach
the ageof parenthood.
And for many nations - especiallyin Africa - the
demographic time-bomb has already exploded.
There are too few jobs for too many young people
who seealmost no chanceof finding secureemployment. Many governmentshave made things worse
by attempting to becomethe employersof last resort.
For those who could find productive work, they have
createdjobs with no identifiable purpose,producing
no goodsthat peoplewant and no useful services.
A swollen and under-employed public service
imposes an inflationary burden on national exchequers and rates of pay are therefore kept very low,
adding to the fnistration of those intended to be the
beneficiaries. The social consequencesare worst
when, as is often the case, government jobs are
offeredautomatically to all those completing a specified level of education. Pastpolicies of this kind are
regardedas significant contributors to social unrest.
Without underlying economicgrowth, the attempt
to increase state employment is unsustainable and
self-defeating. The way forward must be by
increasingproductive activity and offering an appro-

priate education to those who will work in it. The
bestway to strengthenlabourmarkets- and to satisfy individuals - is by providing"basiceducationfor all.
Women and other disadvantaged groups
It is of course a human and moral imperative
to encourage full participation of women in all
aspectsof society. Improving women's participation
on equal tenDs in the labour force is the key both to
limiting the growth of population and to improving
the welfare of coming generations.Femaleadvancement has a quick and lasting effect on birth rates and
well-educated mothers improve the educational
chances of the children they bear. It is the most
significant single way to bring about general social
advancement.
Yet in most regions women suffer disadvantages.
In the Middle East and in most of Africa they are in
practice largely excluded from paid employment.
Almost everywhere, and notably in East Asia,
women's wages are discriminatorily low. Even in
many otherwise enlightened societies, their educational opportunities are limited
Very rarely are
they offered the child-care facilities they need if
they are to competeon equal terms with men.
Many societies treat members of cenain ethnic
and religious groupswith equal unfairness:examples
are indigenous people in Latin American countries
and gypsies in Eastern Europe. Members of traditionally disadvantaged groups tend to suffer
long-term unemployment, giving rise to further
social disadvantage.
Legislation against discrimination is only the
start of a comprehensivepolicy for the protection
of disadvantagedgroups, including women. They
need better accessto education and to productive
resourcesif they are to make their full contribution
to society.
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It is often argued that, as technology and the
economic environment change, such policies need
changing. But it is extremely difficult to tell whether
labour-market distortions are caused by inappropriate regulati~n or by general market failures.
It must be frankly recognized that labour-market
flexibility meansdifferent things to different people.
The creation of new job opportunities is essential,
but so is the protection of existing workers' rights.
It is important to recognize,and reject, the version'
of flexibility that implies only reductions in pay
and in workers' rights. It is not progressto replace
secure employment by other jobs of lower quality
at lower pay.
East Asia has shown in recent years that labour
mobility can be compatible with increasedemployment and rising pay - but only in the context of
rapid economic expansion. In most other developing countries, where growth is sluggish, labour
mobility is also slow. Most new jobs are generated
through self-employment and the informal sector.
Sometimes, but too rarely, the informal sector
achieves high productivity and dynamic growth.
But, mostly, informal-sector work is relatively
unproductive and low paid.
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be hamperedby rules copied from those prevailing in economies with more highly developed
labour markets.
Restricting labour mobility by employment
quotas, or by guaranteeing employment in unviable enterprises,may reduce overall economic
activity and deny job opportunities to new
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Like all markets, the market for jobs works best
when demandroughly matches supply. At times of
high unemployment that is not the caseand the fault
lies with governments. It means that their macroeconomic policies are failing to ensure the efficient
use of resources,especiallyof labour.

distortions.
.
The most effective governmentaction to improve
the working of the labour market is by promoting
basic education and encouragingthe retraining of
workers bypassed by technical or economic
change.
Legislation, and persuasion, can help to ensure'
that membersof disadvantagedgroupshave a fair
chanceto find work.
Exceptionalproblems may call for speciallabourmarket policies. Examples include natural
disasters, where well-established public works
programmescan be efficiently expandedto both
relieve distress and bUild capital assetssuch as
roads or dams, and economic disaster such as
that affecting much of Eastern Europe. Jobs
have been eliminated in the region by harsh but

necessary
reformsandsavingsby hyper-inflation.
There, as the World Bank has argued, it may
be impossible to find even short-term work for
those affected and cash income supplements
may be the only way to avoid distress. The overriding rule is that emergency relief be finite,
offering the beneficiaries a strong incentive to
return actively to the labour market as soon
as possible.

Appropriate responsesshould be devised in the
light of severalconsiderations:

.

The methodby which wagesand conditionsof
work areset in any countryshouldrespectlocal
traditions.Growthin developingcountriesmight

Many workers in the developing world are poorly paid and lack
labour laws.

~

Nations that act together can greatly increase their
chancesof providing remunerative and sustainable
work for all their citizens. Full employment is
possibleonly if economicgrowth is rapid. The world
has becomea global market in which trade transfers
the benefits of growth - and its risks - from one
economy to another.

to speedthe growth of employment, reduce poverty
and improve the quality of the jobs provided. The
subjects it would need to consider are wideranging but closely interwoven. They include trade,
aid, the operation of labour markets, migration, the
movement of capital and the safeguardingof the
environment.

Certainly individual countries can exclude themselvesfrom the growth processby, for example,bad
macro-economicmanagement,bureaucratic rigidity
or institutional corruption. Good governanceand
the rule of law are the domesticbasisfor growth. But
no one country can keepgrowing for long on its own.
The approachto full employment in an interdependent world must start with an international

In all these areas there are shared risks to
be avoided and mutual advantagesto be obtained.
Global action must be defined by a global forum.
The CopenhagenSummit has drawn up an agenda
and started a process. We now have to give it the
impetus it needsto succeed.

compact.
The 1995World Summit for Social Development
in Copenhagen has provided the opportunity for
agreement on an agenda for worldwide growth.
The industrial countries of OECD must coordinate
their policies for faster growth. The momentum
towards freer trade must be sustained, with reductions in tariffs and other barriers by countries at all
levels of development.The systemof ODA should be
reformed to concentrate the resourcesavailable on
the countries and people most in need. The outstanding debts of the poorest developing countries
should be reducedor, better, eliminated. Basic education for all, especially for women, and retraining
for adults, are essential preconditions for increasing
and upgrading employment everywhere. They
should be supported by more and better technical
assistance, including the transfer of educational
technolo~.
An integrated world demands concerted action.
All nations, enterprises,national and multinational,
and workers' organizations have a common interest
in the growth of trade and of economic activity.
Fastergrowth will put the joblessto work.
To promote global growth, a global compact is
needed. No country, or sector, can on its own fulfil
its potential and provide the jobs that people need.
All can succeedif they pull together. Now is the
time to start. The aims of a global compact would be
Employment remains precarious in areas a/Asia, despite high growth rates.
River stone collection for the construction industry.

